
You can’t depend on your eyes when 
your imagination is out of focus.

– Mark Twain
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Start here.
The experiences, relationships and knowledge you’ve garnered so 
far in life shape your values and your ideas for your future and 
beyond. Take a few minutes to reflect on where you’ve been, 
where you’re at right now, and what’s important to you about...

Your family:_________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________

Your health and lifestyle: _____________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________

Your accomplishments:_______________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________

Work, spouse, family, parents, home, bills, deadlines 
and obligations fill most of your waking hours. When 
you do get rare free time, you might enjoy a book, a 
little TV, a round of golf or time with friends. Do you 
ever spend time letting your imagination run free? 
Where does it take you?

This guide was created to help you imagine your life 
without limits. The following pages give you a place to 
put in writing your heart-felt thoughts and ideas for, 
well, the rest of your life. If you need suggestions to get 
you going, check the list throughout the book.

Daydreamed lately?

Your assets/wealth:__________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________
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You are never too old to set another
goal or to dream a new dream.
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Where you will live...

Who you will spend time with...

What you will strive to accomplish with your 
financial resources...

Move forward.
One of the biggest changes you’ll face in your life will be 
transitioning to the next phase – those years when you have 
the time and the financial resources to pursue long-held 
dreams and new interests. Whenever that happens for you 
(and maybe it already has), you may have accomplished some 
of your life’s ambitions, some may be in progress and some 
may still be on the horizon. 

So now that you’ve taken time to reflect on what’s important 
to you, find a quiet place and imagine the next phase of your 
life...

How you will live your life differently...

How you will spend your time...

Where you will visit... Whose guidance you will value...

Plans are worthless, but Planning 
is everything.

- Dwight D. Eisenhower



Looking at what you’ve written so far, certain threads or themes 
are probably emerging. The picture of your life in the next phase 
is taking shape in your imagination. Take a moment and 
describe...
What excites you about the next phase of your life...

What worries or concerns you the most about the future...

Evaluate expectations.
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Make an impact.
You touch hundreds, possibly thousands, of people in 
your lifetime, from your spouse to your children, 
grandchildren, coworkers and community. In your next 
phase, you may have more time and resources to devote 
to the people, places and projects you care about most. 
Whether through volunteerism or donations, you can 
make an impact now. And when you’re physically gone, 
you can live on through the legacy of your spirit and the 
power of your assets.

What do you want to do for others with your time 
and resources – now and after you’re gone?

For your parents...

Your children...

Other loved ones...

Your community and religious organizations...

How do you want to be remembered?



Make it happen.
This book is meant to help you give life to what you’ve imagined 
and fit those dreams into your next phase plans. To do that, you 
need to prioritize what you want to do and reconcile that with what 
you need to do. Your financial advisor can help you with the need to 
do items –the want to do is entirely up to you.
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Next Phase Wishes

Next Phase Needs

ex. Take my family on a European vacation.

ex. Sell my current home and buy a condo.



Add focus.
Ideas and aspirations often fade without a plan to bring them to 
life. From your Wish List, select the three you feel most passionate 
about and use the worksheets on the following pages to get 
specific with what, when, why and how. If you’re uncertain about 
costs, your financial advisor can help.

Next Phase Wish #1:___________________________________________

What exactly do you want to achieve? Be specific.

__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________

What is your timeframe? Set a deadline.

__________________________________________________________________

What will this cost? _______________________________________________

nn one-time cost    nn on-going cost

Why is this important to me?

__________________________________________________________________

What action steps are needed to make this happen?

1) ______________________________________________________________

2) ______________________________________________________________

3) ______________________________________________________________

4) ______________________________________________________________
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Next Phase Wish #2:______________________________________

What exactly do you want to achieve? Be specific.

What is your timeframe? Set a deadline.

_____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________

What will this cost? _______________________________________________

nn one-time cost    nn on-going cost

Why is this important to me?

__________________________________________________________________

What action steps are needed to make this happen?

1) ______________________________________________________________

2) ______________________________________________________________

3) ______________________________________________________________

4) ______________________________________________________________



Use the timeline and dollar amounts from your Next Phase 
Wishes to complete the chart below. You may need to do a little 
research to ensure your cost estimates reflect realistic prices. Your 
financial advisor can help you.

Assess Resources.

Put my grand-

Next Phase Wish #3: _______________________________________

What exactly do you want to achieve? Be specific. 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

What is your timeframe? Set a deadline. 
________________________________________________________________

What will this cost? ____________________________________________

nn one-time cost    nn on-going cost
 Why is this important to me?

_______________________________________________________________

What action steps are needed to make this happen?

1) ______________________________________________________________

2) ______________________________________________________________

3) ______________________________________________________________

4) ______________________________________________________________

I have enough money to last me the rest 
of my life, unless I buy something.

- Jackie Mason

Wish Timeframe Once or
on-going

Estimated
Cost

ex. Start a
consulting business

Summer 2016 Start-up costs and
on-going expenses

$1,000 in legal fees
$2,000 monthly

expenses first year



Create a plan.
To transform those ideas and aspirations from your Wish List to 
reality, you need a plan that builds on your timeline and budget. At 
this stage, the planning becomes more sophisticated, factoring in the 
need to maintain your lifestyle and the availability of financial 
resources.

With your thoughts down on paper, your financial advisor can be 
your guide for planning your next phase. From providing 
information on investments and techniques to helping you 
formulate your estate plan, your financial advisor can help you 
give life to things that, until now, you’ve only imagined.

In working with your advisor, it’s important that you both have a 
complete picture of your financial resources. Your advisor should 
be aware of all your assets, including insurance policies and 
employer-sponsored retirement accounts, and even your liabilities. 
With all the information, your advisor can help you determine the 
feasability of your plan and suggest even more ways to help you 
realize your dreams, including income distribution plans, tax 
strategies, and a more seamless estate plan.
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With a timeline and budget, your Wish List comes into sharper 
focus. That’s one of the great things about writing down your 
dreams and goals – they have a greater likelihood of coming 
true. That can be exhilarating – or scary.

What most excites you about your top three Wish List items 
and their related budget?

What most worries or concerns you about your list?

Reflect.

If you don't know where you're going, 
you might not get there.

- Yogi Berra



Take the next step. 
By completing this book, you’ve taken the first step in 
articulating your aspirations for your next phase. You’ve 
prioritized them and examined how they can coexist with your 
lifestyle needs and your desire to help those around you, both 
during your life and after. Take the next step and share this 
book with your financial advisor, who can help you begin 
selecting the tactics and strategies to accomplish in life what 
you’ve imagined in these pages.

If one advances confidently in the direction 
of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life 
which he has imagined, he will meet with a 

success unexpected in common hours.
- Henry David Thoreau
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